MESSAGE FROM JEY 9-16-01
JEY is here and JEY is well aware of that which has occurred during this time of
meeting. Know that as you have met at this time to discuss those things that have occurred during
the days past, that which has been your own Spirit has been much in the care of you. You are
aware, of course, that the mental aspect of you has indeed suffered that which is trauma, but you
must also understand that inasmuch as you understand the relationship of Spirit to that which is
body and mind, you are well aware that your Spirit Within can provide for you that which is
necessary during these times of great trauma.
It is at this time that JEY comes to address many of the things that you have been
discussing at this time; and JEY would take this time now to allow a discussion in great depth of
things which are of concern to each of you. You are at this time in that which JEY would call a
time of indecision with regard to that which you should be doing upon the Earth at this time.
Should you at this time be entertaining a feeling of great distress, of great desire to find those who
are committing these wrongs to mankind upon the Earth? Are you in a time of seeking after a
satisfaction from knowing that those who have been the perpetrators are indeed now brought to
justice? What is the great feeling that you have about the concerns at this time?
Allow JEY now to say this to you. It is not of importance to you that those who are
connected with these things which you have seen occurring that they be caught and brought to
justice. That is for those who are in command upon the Earth within the various countries that are
concerned about those who are known as terrorists. That is not a concern that you need to be
troubled with. What is of concern to you is this… that you allow the Spirit Within you to be
strengthened by this which has been another experience upon the Earth. That which is your Spirit
has indeed been able to experience something that you did not know could exist upon the Earth…
and that is an extreme hatred of mankind that would lead to such an experience as you have seen.
Your Spirit has in turn found this to be a time of learning, a time of being strengthened for indeed
it has seen that which is least expected when one comes as Spirit-in-Body upon the Earth.
It is known that there has been much in the way of hatred that has been expressed in
many forms upon the Earth; but your Spirit has not been in a time of experiencing such. And so it
is that your Spirit has been strengthened, and your Spirit is now able to understand more fully
those acts that mankind can bring forth that would injure others who are Spirit-in-Body to the
extent of bringing their passing from this which is a physical life.
You are at this time blessed in that you have had the opportunity to allow your Spirit not
only to understand the importance of Spirit but also to have experienced that which has occurred.
JEY is not saying that it was a good thing to have happened to mankind upon the Earth; but JEY
is saying that your Spirit has grown from this experience. And so it is that it will continue now to
be able to influence your own life upon the Earth. Not only that, but your Spirit now can lead you
into helping others who are expressing a desire to simply talk about that which has occurred. Ask
your Spirit to guide you in helping others at this time, for you know within your heart that your
Spirit now is strengthened and now will be able to help you as you express your thoughts to
others who now are searching for answers to those things which have occurred. You are blessed
in that regard, that you now will be able to deal with what has occurred to the extent that you now
can give answers that will help others.
JEY would also wish to comment on another factor, too, that you have expressed; and
that is those people who do not have an understanding of their relationship to the Creator that you
have. In other words, their relationship as they see it is that the Creator of All Things is simply
that which is a great judge that will come and take revenge upon all those who have committed
such a great crime as has been committed at this time. Know that the Creator of All That Is is a
loving Creator. That Creator does not wish for those bodies to have been submitted to that which
has occurred; but know that the Creator of All Things which you call God is indeed one of Love,

one that has allowed you to have life, one that does not wish for that life to be taken from you in a
crime that is committed such as that which you have seen. And know that the Love of that
Creator is reaching out now to all who are in sorrow about that which has been taken from them
upon the Earth. And know that even as that Love reaches out to mankind that is left upon the
Earth, that Love at the same time is surrounding those Spirits that now have returned to the Spirit
Realm. And they are now enjoying a Peace that they could not understand at the moment when
they were so quickly torn from the Earth life. Know that they are indeed now in the Love of the
Creator from which they came to this Earth.
Do not at this time feel pain for those who have left, but rather feel pain for those who
remain to mourn their leaving. This is important in your life at this time. Feel their pain and send
forth your love to each of them.
And so at this time JEY would simply ask you to be that which you are here to be… .and
that is a strength for others upon the Earth at this time. Yes, this is a time of chaos; and, yes, there
will be more chaos to occur upon the Earth. And those who are in command of the nations upon
the Earth at this time need your prayers. They need the energy that you can send forth in order
that they will be able to deal with all that occurs… and that will be a time of Love and of Deep
Concern rather than that which is revenge.
You have an opportunity to begin now to completely fulfill your purpose here upon the
Earth. That which was chaos was far removed from you in distance, but it is here within your
very thoughts and your very midst in that which is a memory, for you have been able to witness
through that which has been your ability to view those things that occurred. And so it is a part of
you even as it is a part of those who were within a short distance. You must understand that
lifetime upon the Earth has changed. Life as you have known it has changed upon the Earth, and
in your lifetime. Those things that are of a technological nature upon the Earth have brought
things closer to you. You must understand that it is not that you are threatened by it except in
your own understanding of what has occurred. That which is your Spirit wishes now to control
your actions for you upon the Earth insofar as you will allow it to be. You as a physical being
with a mental aspect still are in control, but you must allow your Spirit to be more fully involved
with the decisions that you make every day upon the Earth. Ask for the help of your Spirit daily;
ask for the help of those of us who are Spirits in the Spirit Realm. We have submitted ourselves to
our Creator in that we have agreed to be in a time of helping those of you who are OMEGA upon
the Earth. We are here willing to help you. We now again affirm that. Indeed we will help you as
there is a need. We come as your teachers, as your Guardians of Spirit, as that which is the Spirit
Within you. We come to help you in this physical life that you have upon the Earth. Accept that.
Know that we mean what we are saying at this time, and know that we simply ask that you
attempt to help others to understand their relationship to their Creator and that which is necessary
for them to do during this time of chaos.
This one who is JEY comes now, and has been here with you, in the will of our Creator.
JEY will continue to help you as it is the will of our Creator to do so. Accept that. Know that you
can call upon your own Guardian of Spirit; and even now we stand and remain closer to you than
we ever have, even though we have been extremely close. But this which has been the event upon
the Earth and has affected you and others upon the Earth has called for us to be in your presence
hourly as it is necessary for us to be there. Allow this message to go out to all who are OMEGA
upon the Earth. They need to know of our concern for them as that which is Spirit-in-Body which
made a decision to be OMEGA upon the Earth at this time. JEY comes now to ask that the
blessing of the Creator would be upon each of you, that you be strengthened and that you be
willing and ready to take on the role of OMEGA at any time that it is necessary for you to do so.
May you be at Peace. May you always be mindful of the Unconditional Love of our Creator for
each of you; and know that we who are in Spirit also surround you with Love and with the
knowledge that we are aware of all that has affected you. Be now in a time of Peace and Love for
your fellow man. Go now in Peace. AMEN.

